
Dear Sir/Madam,  

 

There is an unthought, scientifically possible biological attack METHOD, when 

used, it would result in ONLY survival of desired numbers of, mostly under 60 years 

old, relatively young and healthy people in each country, and elimination of 

everybody else!  

 

The following method can be achieved at any time with a MULTIVALENT, combined 

mRNA and using the scientific techniques from the below patents! 

 

STEPS of this inverted method;  

First, giving immunity against an (created but not yet spread) extremely lethal 

pathogen, only to planned numbers of people,  

And then, in the future, releasing that pathogen: only those who received that 

immunity would survive! Everybody else, including not vaccinated people, who don't have 

that immunity would be eliminated! In each country, the planned number of people to 

survive could be determined by controlling the number of doses to be sold to that 

country!  

 

There is a way to give that intended immunization against a ‘created but not 

released’ lethal pathogen, in front of the scientific scrutiny without being suspicious;   

By producing a ‘multivalent’ combined mRNA, encoding a chimeric spike protein 

which is giving immunity against that lethal pathogen!  

 

HOW to create the necessary logical reasons to produce an multivalent mRNA 

sequence with the genetic sequence portions of a (created but not released yet) lethal 

virus's spike protein;  

As Ralph Baric explained in detail in his 2014 patent, nr. US9884895B2, 

multivalent vaccine produced chimeric spike protein will have each variant's unique 

mutated parts, to teach the immune system to fight against all variants. Giving this as a 

reason, multivalent mRNA will be structured from mutated parts of existing variants!  

 

Prof. Baric has also developed a technique called ‘reverse genetics’ in 

coronaviruses, which enables to engineer viruses with DESIRED MUTATIONS and 

‘mix and match parts of multiple viruses’! 

 

So, Scientifically it is possible that all the variants could have been engineered, 

long ago, with the exact desired unique mutated portions, so those parts to be used as 

reference in the construction of the next multivalent mRNA sequence! Each variant’s 

unique parts could actually be the common parts with the lethal version! With this 

BUILDING BACK way, the intended spike protein could be encoded and that intended 

immunization could be given! 

 

For the whole scientific scrutiny, the sequence used in multivalent mRNA would be 

legitimate and just constructed from mutated parts of ..Pi, Omicron, Delta, and Beta 

variants. 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9884895B2/en
https://www.technologyreview.com/2021/06/29/1027290/gain-of-function-risky-bat-virus-engineering-links-america-to-wuhan/


But even if the mRNA’s sequence parts will be referenced separately to existing 

variants, the full sequence would encode a new shaped spike protein because of the 

folding conformation changes induced by mutations as described: 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-01650-3 

 

Nobody would think or know the final structure of the encoded protein was built to 

give immunity also (especially) against another pathogen!  

Variants should be released every few months not only to create the reasons for the 

necessity of a NEW vaccine to ‘cover all variants’ but especially to create the logical 

references to BUILD (BACK) the desired multivalent mRNA sequence! 

 

This is the 2003 published study of Boyd Yount, Lisa Hensley (U.S. Army Medical 

Research Institute of Infectious Diseases, Fort Detrick known for studies on bio 

weapons!) and Prof.Baric; EXACT DESIRED nucleotide positioned (gene sequence), 

molecularly CLONED Sars viruses and these clones are efficiently infectious and 

multiplying!   

https://www.pnas.org/content/100/22/12995 

 

So, any skilled scientist such as Prof. Ralph Baric, according to his linked CV,(check 

his study on using Coronaviruses as vaccine vector for HIV, from 2008 to 2013) could 

engineer a deadly pathogen (with a modified spike protein) (also modified not to mutate 

and become resistant and erase the whole humanity) which can avoid every human defense 

mechanism regardless of ethnic genetic differences.  

He could also engineer a few Coronavirus variants (Sars Cov-2, Beta, Delta, 

Omicron, Pi...) each with a bit different spike protein (those different parts at each variant 

to be the COMMON part with the lethal one's spike protein)!  

 

I just received many replies (a few attached at the bottom) from known 

Professors to my question;  

What does universal Coronavirus vaccine mean for mRNA vaccines;  

A vaccine with only 1 combined mRNA encoding 1 chimeric spike protein 

having all variants mutated parts OR each vial will contain a few different (for different 

VOCs) mRNAs in a shot which will encode a few different spike proteins?  

 

They all replied as; a multivalent would be produced from many sequences in a 

vial producing many proteins!  

So, according to the scientists, One mRNA encoding One chimeric spike 

protein vaccine should not be the choice for a multivalent efficient mRNA vaccine! 

But what if they will use reasons and produce that chimeric spike! Otherwise why is 

Prof.Baric's lab team already testing their mixed, multiplexed ONE mRNA encoding 

ONE chimeric spike vaccine? 

https://www.genengnews.com/news/universal-vaccine-protects-mice-against-

five-coronaviruses-neutralizes-variants/ 

 

The method to create chimeric spike protein to be used in vaccines was patented 

since 2014 by the same Prof.Ralph Baric and Boyd Yount; US9884895B2; 

https://patents.google.com/patent/US9884895B2/en 

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41598-021-01650-3
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisa_Hensley_(microbiologist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisa_Hensley_(microbiologist)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lisa_Hensley_(microbiologist)
https://www.pnas.org/content/100/22/12995
https://media-speakerfile-pre.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/cc4e5e5d442320c20c7f76a0c3cadce51445358867.pdf
https://www.genengnews.com/news/universal-vaccine-protects-mice-against-five-coronaviruses-neutralizes-variants/
https://www.genengnews.com/news/universal-vaccine-protects-mice-against-five-coronaviruses-neutralizes-variants/
https://patents.google.com/patent/US9884895B2/en


 

Evidence that Omicron was made in a Lab; Scientific publication on Lab mouse 

origin of the SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant: 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1673852721003738# 

 

NIH-Moderna sent Prof.Baric mRNA Coronavirus vaccine to be tested in YEAR 

2018! What genetic sequence was used in that mRNA and on which (created) 

coronaviruses it was tested?  

https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6935295-NIH-Moderna-Confidential-

Agreements.html#document/p105/a568569 

 

Additional tools to keep alive MOSTLY younger and healthier people, at 

PLANNED NUMBERS in each country: It would be enough to keep this multi variant 

efficient vaccine away from the countries while they are still vaccinating their priority old, 

sick, handicap people by using the WHO vaccination priority groups (which actually divide 

and placed the world population into age and health categories and gave different 

vaccination times). Majority of old, sick, handicap people, also governments’ authorities 

and personnel will already be vaccinated until the new "universal annual booster" will be 

produced and sent to those over 160 African, S.American and other Asian countries from the 

second half of 2022 as the company announced. With this delay, the newly produced 

vaccines will reach the younger and healthier part of the world's 7 billion people! 

Countries which will not receive that vaccine, such as China, Russia, Vatikan, Iraq, Iran, 

Turkey, North Korea would be erased completely!  

 

Only with mRNA technology, it is possible to immunize people secretly against 

another pathogen by using parts of spike protein of THAT pathogen's genetic 

sequence in the multivalent vaccine mRNA sequence. Parts of the produced protein to 

have the distinct feature and shape of the lethal virus' spike protein would be enough for our 

immune system to learn how to fight against the lethal one! Therefore, any deadly 

pathogen with a modified coronavirus spike protein can be used in this plan. As a 

sample, an engineered HIV with a modified Coronavirus spike protein could infect 

people instantly but kill in the long term which would further cover such a plan.  

 

PRECAUTION for such a selective targeting, biological attack possibility not to 

become reality; Requesting authorities to NOT let use of any chimeric, combined, mixed 

mRNA sequence, which would encode a never existing new protein shape with no 

reference existing virus protein to compare with, in vaccines by explaining how it could be 

used in the described way! Also, requesting authorities to decide which vaccine is the most 

efficient and use only that vaccine on everybody! Proclaiming that 'every citizen deserves 

the same, best possible treatment’. Mentioning also that, 'VACCINE EQUITY' would assure 

avoiding the usage of different vaccines on different age and health grouped people, 

to achieve the described method of a global, FUTURE biological attack, resulting in a 

TARGET SELECTIVE depopulation! 

 

I kindly ask you to verify the scientific possibility of this information with competent experts of 

your choice from various practice fields! 

 

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1673852721003738
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6935295-NIH-Moderna-Confidential-Agreements.html#document/p105/a568569
https://www.documentcloud.org/documents/6935295-NIH-Moderna-Confidential-Agreements.html#document/p105/a568569
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-Additional-Supply-for-Q2-2022-of-Vaccine-for-COVAX-To-Help-End-COVID-19-Pandemic-in-Lowest-Income-Countries-10-29-2021/default.aspx


I hope I managed to explain that the whole reason for this pandemic might be to produce 

and inject a chimeric spike protein encoding mRNA to give protection against a future to be 

released, deadly pathogen to achieve not random but a selective depopulation by keeping 

alive only the target number of (mostly) age and health conditions qualified people! All 

the variants will be released just to create the reason to produce that multivalent mRNA 

vaccine! 

 

As the top scientists explained; a spike protein can be created with the exact desired 

sequence and HIV can be engineered with a modified spike protein of coronavirus! 

THEN; 

 

Every condition necessary to achieve such a plan are already exist: Global vaccination, 

Variants with unique spike protein parts, mRNA technology (which is the only way to produce 

that desired Protein by a multivalent mRNA), WHO priority groups' different vaccination 

times (for the right vaccine to reach to desired qualified people) 

 

The only missing step is 'other variants to be released so to announce that “This variant 

is more severe and transmissible than any other variant to date and therefore current 

vaccines need to be updated”!) and producing a multivalent, combined mRNA in the 

name of a "universal FLU+ CORONA VARIANTS annual booster" (saying that we can not 

vaccinate the whole world population every few months)! 

 

The usage of multivalent mRNA in vaccines leaves an open door for the described 

biological attack to be achieved!  

 

This method can easily be used anytime by any terrorist groups or organizations! All 

it needs is modifying a HIV, Marburg… with a Chimeric Coronavirus spike protein, 

built of mutated parts of Omicron, Delta, Beta, Sars Cov-2.  

 

For this risk not to exist, this information should be used legally to ADDRESS 

MULTIVALENT mRNA as a tool for a selective biological attack proving the claim by 

explaining the scientific achievability of this method!  

 

We are now preparing for a legal action, requesting the Government NOT to use 

MULTIVALENT mRNA, explaining the scientific doability of the described method! To 

create awareness of this matter, It is necessary and urgent for similar actions to be 

taken in every country! 

 

I hope I am wrong and they will not produce a multivalent mRNA vaccine and direct it 

to the younger part of populations through calculated delivery times to each country! 

Still, the method exists to achieve such a malefic plan and that's my reason for trying 

to make people aware of this major risk!  

 

Kindly contact me for more details! 

 

Thank you, Best regards, 

 

Serdar Duzgoren https://www.facebook.com/serdar.duzgoren/ 



+40732134134 

 

Below are some of the replies from SCIENTISTS to my question proves that in normal 

conditions a multivalent vaccine should be many sequences encoding many proteins; 

 

From: Tseng, Chien-Te K. <sktseng@utmb.edu> 

Date: Tue, Jan 18, 2022 at 5:11 PM 

To: Serdar Duzgoren <sduzgoren75@gmail.com> 

 

Would be closer to the later one (yellow-highlighted), in my opinion. However, one can 

certainly link all relevant mRNA together with linker to make it a bigger mRNA, instead of 

several separate smaller mRNAs, in a vial. Thanks for asking! 

 

Best, 

 

Kent 

  

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

From: Alessandro Sette <alex@lji.org> 

Date: Tue, Jan 18, 2022 at 7:22 PM 

To: Serdar Duzgoren <sduzgoren75@gmail.com> 

 

Dear Serdar, 

 I am not sure which context you are referring to, but it seems that a multivalent vaccine 

would be one encoding multiple proteins; a single mRNA active against multiple variants 

would be more aptly described as a broad spectrum perhaps? 

Hope this helps 

best regards 

Alex 

 

Alessandro Sette, Dr. Biol. Sci. 

Professor and Member 

La Jolla Institute for Immunology, Division of Vaccine Discovery 

Center for Infectious Disease and Vaccine Research 

Center for Autoimmunity and Inflammation 

University of California, School of Medicine 

9420 Athena Circle 

La Jolla, California USA 

Tel:  858-752-6916 

Twitter; @SetteLab 

Fax:  858-752-6987 

Email:  alex@lji.org 

Web: http://www.liai.org/pages/faculty-sette 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 



 

Sarah Gilbert 

Tue, Jan 18, 2:26 PM (21 hours ago) 

 

to me 

 

I think it would be more likely to be the second of those two options but you should ask 

Pfizer or Moderna. 

 

Professor Dame Sarah Gilbert, FMedSci 

 

Saïd Professorship of Vaccinology, 

 

Nuffield Department of Medicine, University of Oxford 

 

Please support www.arminarm.net 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

---- 

From: Eui-Cheol Shin <ecshin0@gmail.com> 

Date: Tue, Jan 18, 2022 at 4:29 PM 

To: Serdar Duzgoren <sduzgoren75@gmail.com> 

 

I think the latter: each vial will contain a few different (for different VOCs) mRNAs. 

 

Best, 

—-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

  

Other related links: 

 

Prof.Baric's lab team is already working on a universal mRNA vaccine encoding ONE single 

chimeric spike protein! 

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abi4506 

 

Prof. Baric’s CV, Check section: using Coronaviruses as vaccine vector for HIV, 2008- 

2013 

https://media-speakerfile-

pre.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/cc4e5e5d442320c20c7f76a0c3cadce51445358867.pdf 

 

Moderna announced new vaccine candidates against Omicron. You will see that not any of 

these options but instead a multivalent universal booster will be produced, eventually! 

 

https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-Strategy-to-

Address-Omicron-B.1.1.529-SARS-CoV-2-Variant/default.aspx 

 

Israel, which has been using only Pfizer-BionTech, will start using the new variant effective 

Moderna vaccine in 2022.  

https://www.science.org/doi/10.1126/science.abi4506
https://media-speakerfile-pre.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/cc4e5e5d442320c20c7f76a0c3cadce51445358867.pdf
https://media-speakerfile-pre.s3.amazonaws.com/documents/cc4e5e5d442320c20c7f76a0c3cadce51445358867.pdf
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-Strategy-to-Address-Omicron-B.1.1.529-SARS-CoV-2-Variant/default.aspx
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-Strategy-to-Address-Omicron-B.1.1.529-SARS-CoV-2-Variant/default.aspx


https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-New-Supply-

Agreement-with-Israel-for-2022-04-20-2021/default.aspx 

 

Cloning the SARS-CoV by reverse transcription since 2003 by Prof.Baric’s team: 

https://www.pnas.org/content/100/22/12995 

 

 

 

 

https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-New-Supply-Agreement-with-Israel-for-2022-04-20-2021/default.aspx
https://investors.modernatx.com/news/news-details/2021/Moderna-Announces-New-Supply-Agreement-with-Israel-for-2022-04-20-2021/default.aspx
https://www.pnas.org/content/100/22/12995

